
Its that time of the year when usually the sales start to slow down 
and homeowners hibernate until Christmas and into the New Year. 

However, with so much reporting in the press of huge household energy price rises and the increased cost of heating 
homes, energy efficient windows will now surely be top of a homeowner’s Xmas list this year? 

The benefits of well fitted, double and triple glazed windows not only reduce energy bills by reducing the amount of heat 
lost into the atmosphere and therefore saving money, but they will also reduce your carbon footprint. Using less energy 
to heat the home ultimately reduces the amount of carbon emissions that are currently damaging our planet and is a 
‘tick’ in the fight against climate change. 

We have put together an information sheet on energy efficient windows and have placed it in the Technical section of 
our website for you to download and pass on to your customers. If you would like your logo and contact details put on 
this sheet, just let your sales rep know and they will arrange for you. 
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Congratulations to 
DH Glazing in Norfolk, 

WINNER of our 
Installation Photograph 

Competition - more 
details over...
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPHY
COMPETITION

The images were seen by a selected group of Climatec and Alu-tec colleagues and the votes counted to reveal the 

winning installer and subsequent runner up.

Thank you to everyone who entered our competition, showcasing 
their favourite installations undertaken recently.

WINNER

RUNNER 

UP

DH GLAZING was crowned the winner 

with these images of their installation of 

anthracite grey REHAU flush and fixture 

windows along with a Deceuninck Slider 

24 door. These windows and doors look 

stunning on this unique looking property. 

Congratulations. 

COSYHOMES WINDOWS Came 

a very close second with this installation of 

REHAU white windows complete with black 

outerframes plus an impressive looking, AluK 

five pane aluminium bi-fold door. Fantastic 

work!
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AUDIT PASS FOR CLIMATEC & ALU-TEC
We are pleased to announce that Climatec’s uPVC team, and the aluminium 
team at Alu-ec, have passed their annual BSI audit and are now accredited 
for another year for the company management and quality systems.

These annual audits focus on every process of the business and the documentation control, from initial quote 
received and the subsequent order process, through to fabrication and quality control.

A big thank you to our colleagues for taking time out of their busy day to assist the auditor and achieving 
another pass for our company.

We moved another step forward last week in being able 

to offer the Rio flush Sash door, following a visit from Jade 

Engineering to test our milling capabilities for the ETL 

Welds. 

The Rio door will only be available at launch as a single 

door, opening outwards. The door can be manufactured as 

welded outerframe/welded sash or welded outerframe/ETL 

sash. A mechanical corner joint option will not be available, 

although the midrails will be mechanically jointed. 

Choices of outer frames will be as our existing REHAU door 

frames in both Total70C and 70S and will be available in the 

same colour options as the Rio flush windows. 

A dedicated 3D, fully adjustable hinge from hardware 

supplier SFS will enable the door sashes to hang on 

3 hinges only.

This single residential door is a further addition to our flush 

fit portfolio that offers a traditional style to any property.

SUCCESSFUL ETL WELD TEST FOR THE 
REHAU RIO DOOR SASH

DOOR STYLES AVAILABLE


